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Cooking Class- Food Tasting in Shinta Mani Club- 
Retreat and quiet time in an exclusive “jungle” Villa

Each class commences with a visit to a local family. Along the way you will learn about the herbs 
and vegetables grown at most Khmer households and used in daily cooking. The visit to a 
familie's home is an opportunity to learn about food preparation in a Khmer home.Your guide will 
also let you know about food customs, superstitions and beliefs. Together with your chef you 
will create several dishes which you can then reproduce at home. Each participant has their 
own cooking station and equipment. Classes include a number of Cambodian dishes and a 
recipe card will be provided.A gift of rice is provided to the family as thanks for their 
participation.

Kroya which means “food” in the Khmer Royal language is the Shinta Mani Club’s unique 
restaurant inspired by Shinta Mani’s heritage. The menu blends international as well as local 
product, combining fresh ingredients, native herbs and spices to create innovative, palette 
pleasing flavours. For those seeking an unforgettable Khmer culinary experience, savour the 
authentic taste of traditional cuisine with our 7 set Khmer Tasting Menu which follows the 
seasons and the local harvest. Meals may be enjoyed indoors or outdoors on one of our Khmer 
swings.

Resourcing you in Maison Polanka which is a collection of two unique Cambodian villas 
offering hotel services in spacious tropical gardens.Nestled in the heart of a local riverside 
village in Siem Reap, close to the temples of Angkor and the old market, Maison Polanka is a 
private Cambodian residence that will provide your stay in Angkor with luxury and authenticity.

FAMILY

PACKAGE INCLUDED:
- 1 night hotel accommodation

- 1 cooking class with guide and Chef

- 1 food tasting in Shinta Mani Club

+ Airport transfer in private car

RECOMMANDED 
HOTEL:

Maison Polanka
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